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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which protocol does the Cisco Jabber client use, in conjunction
with Cisco IM and Presence, to deliver enterprise-class instant
messaging services?
A. CTI/QBE
B. IRC
C. XMPP
D. SIP
E. ICQ
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Many federated IM networks communicate using an open standard,
such as Jabber, that leverages the Extensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol (XMPP). Networks using XMPP provide open
communications with other XMPP-based networks.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A packet is sent to a router that does not have the packet
destination address in its route table.
How will the packet get to its proper destination?
A. Gateway of last resort
B. Border Gateway Protocol
C. Root Internet servers
D. Reverse DNS
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An internal router is sending UDP keep-alive packets that are
being encapsulated with GRE and sent through your R77 Security
Gateway to a partner site. A rule for GRE traffic is configured
for ACCEPT/LOG. Although the keep-alive packets are being sent
every minute, a search through the SmartView Tracker logs for
GRE traffic only shows one entry for the whole day (early in
the morning after a Policy install).
Your partner site indicates they are successfully receiving the
GRE encapsulated keep-alive packets on the 1-minute interval.
If GRE encapsulation is turned off on the router, SmartView
Tracker shows a log entry for the UDP keep-alive packet every
minute.
Which of the following is the BEST explanation for this
behavior?
A. The Log Server is failing to log GRE traffic properly
because it is VPN traffic. Disable all VPN configuration to the
partner site to enable proper logging.
B. The Log Server log unification process unifies all log
entries from the Security Gateway on a specific connection into
only one log entry in the SmartView Tracker. GRE traffic has a
10 minute session timeout, thus each keep-alive packet is
considered part of the original logged connection at the
beginning of the day.
C. The log unification process is using a LUUID (Log
Unification Unique Identification) that has become corrupt.
Because it is encrypted, the R77 Security Gateway cannot
distinguish between GRE sessions. This is a known issue with
GRE. Use IPSEC instead of the non-standard GRE protocol for
encapsulation.
D. The setting Log does not capture this level of detail for
GRE. Set the rule tracking action to Audit since certain types
of traffic can only be tracked this way.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following indexes come pre-configured with Splunk
Enterprise? (select all that apply)
A. _external

B. _thefishbucket
C. _license
D. _lnternal
Answer: B,D
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